
There are 12 questions in this test. Give yourself 10 minutes to answer them all.

1. Read the sentences below. Circle one word in each pair of
brackets to complete the sentences using Standard English.

He should ( hove / oJ ) been here bg now.

I don t hnow ( nothing / ongthtng ) obout that.

2. Tick both sentences below that use the word notice as a verb.

Did you notice the sign on the door?

She put a notice up on the board at school.

I handed in my notice at work.

It took them a week to notice.

1 mark

3. Complete the sentence below by adding suitable determiners.

I oshedJor .. ... ice creom with. ..... chocoloteflohe,

but ... . shop wos closed.
1 mark

4. Underline the main clause in each of the sentences below.

White Note is shopplng, Lizo takes the dog Jor o wo[h.

I didnt bug o hondbag, although I dtd see one thot I tihed.
1 mark
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5. Rewrite the sentence below as a question.

Turn olJ the te[evislon!

6. Put a tick in each row to show whether each sentence is in the
active or passive voice. One has already been done for you.

Sentence Active Passive

They were surprised by the response. ,/

I was welcomed by the head teacher.

The man juggled with the apples.

I dragged my suitcase down the street.

7. Rewrite the sentence below using the correct punctuation
for direct speech.

i shouted wotch out Jor thot dog

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark
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8. Tick the sentence below that uses the past progressive tense.

box

I will be going to France next week.

David is making dinner.

Nadiya was walking home.

Paul reads a book.

Circle the subordinating conjunction and underline

the co-ordinating conjunction in the sentence below.

The swimm'rng pool is busg when lt's the

summer holidoys, ond Uou have to gueue to get in.

Read the two sentences below. Explain how the use of a

comma changes the meaning of the second sentence.

tick oner
tl
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1 mark
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1 mark

10.

Are you going

Are gou going

te[[ Goreth?

te[[, Goreth?

to

to
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11. Circle the two words that are antonyms of each other in

the passage below.

As I wothed onto the big stoge, I Jett reot[y onxious.

I Loohed out ot the expectont Joces in the

crowd.. Mum cought mU eue with her confdent goze,

ond I Jel.t better.

12. Put a tick in each row to show whether the underlined word in

each sentence is a conjunction or a preposition'

Sentence Conjunction Preposition

l'll take an umbrella
as it's raining.

She bought it as a
present.

He waved as he left
the room.

END OF TEST

1 mark

1 mark
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